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OLD FASHION HALO (#7)
Web of Demons (#1)
Guardian One (#8)

Exacta:   1-7/1-7-8, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-7-8/1-4-6-7-8, $6.  Daily Double:  1-7-8/2-6, $6.
PARKER’S
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Disappointed when favored in her last two starts, but she did run well in both of 
those races and she looks best again.Good third in her first try around two turns in her most recent, she should get a 
great stalking trip and may be the one to beat.Was cooked in a speed duel last, but she is bred to like routing.

INAWAR (#2)
Mokhandoit (#6)
Work With Me (#8)

Exacta:   2-6/2-6-8, cost $4.
Fourth against similar in his last, he may have needed that race as he was away 
six week prior and he seems most likely in a tough heat.Did edge the top choice when third in the same race, he again will pass most, if 
not all of these late.Broke poorly and raced wide on a day where the inside was good, don’t overlook.

VOLUME TWELVE (#2)
Legion of Boom (#1)
Prince of Silver (#6)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-2/1-2-6/1-2-4-6-8, $6. 
Pick 3:   1-2-6/2-3-10/5, $4.50.Adds the blinkers after a couple of even efforts in his last two starts, he most 

likely will be sent to the lead early in here, choice in an evenly matched field.Consistent sort has been unlucky not to have won a race this year but he tries 
hard each time and is an upset possibility.Even effort to tougher last, he just missed at this level one race back.

AFFLUENT ASSET (#10)
Allaboutthataction (#2)
Storm the Channel (#3)

Exacta:   2-10/2-3-10, $4.  Tri:  2-10/2-3-9-10/2-3-9-10, $6.  Pick 3:  2-3-10/5/7-9, $3.  
Impressed when breaking his maiden in his first start at Emerald last, he seems 
well placed in his first try against winners, should repeat.Also comes off a maiden score, he is pretty quick early and should be able to 
control the pace right from the start, bred to love routing.Just missed despite a troubled trip last, he is an upset possibility.

THE CHILI MAN (#5)
So Lucky (#4)
Don’tbeshywillie (#6)

Exacta:    5/4-6, $2.  Tri:  5/4-6/3-4-6, $4.  Pick 3:  5/7-9/1-7-10, $3.

Also was impressive in his debut as he dominated his foes for an easy score, he 
clearly looks like the main threat to the top choice.Third in his debut, he looks best of the rest.

PADDY’S SECRET (#9)
Getting Joellenned (#7)
Constant Craving (#4)

Exacta:  7-9/4-7-9, $4.  Tri:  7-9/4-7-9/4-5-7-9-10, $6.  Pick 3:  7-9/1-7-10/2-3, $6.  

Couldn’t threaten the top choice in her debut but she put it all together in her 
second lifetime start and looks like the main danger to Paddy’s Secret.Stablemate of the top choice also impressive in her maiden score, maybe.

Super:   5/4-6/3-4-6/3-4-6, $.40.  Pick 4:  5/7-9/1-7-10/1-2-3, cost $9. 

Super:  2-10/2-3-9-10/2-3-9-10/1-2-3-4-5-9-10, $4.80.   Pick 7:  2-10/5/7-9/1-7-10/2-3/2-7/5, $9.60

Super:    1-2/1-2-6/1-2-4-6-8/all, $6.

Super:   2-6/2-5-6-8/2-5-6-8/1-2-4-5-6-8, $3.60.

Super:   1-7/1-7-8/1-4-6-7-8/1-4-6-7-8, $2.40.  Pick 3:  1-7-8/2-6/1-2, $6.  Pick 4:  1-7-8/2-6/1-2/2-10, $12.   

Super:  7-9/4-7-9/4-5-7-9-10/1-3-4-5-7-9-10, $4.80.  Pick 5:  7-9/1-7-10/1-2-3/2-7/5, $18.   

Trifecta:   2-6/2-5-6-8/2-5-6-8, $6.
Pick 3:   2-6/1-2/2-10, $4. 

Sprinted clear and never looked back in the first two-year-old race of the year, she 
figures to improve off that race, choice in a tougher than looks race.

Came out for his debut last sporting some blistering workouts and he ran to 
them with a big score in fast time, obviously will be a heavy, heavy favorite.
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PEPPY MILLER (#7)
Estellara (#1)
Locket (#10)

Exacta:  1-7/1-7-10, $4.  Tri:  1-7/1-7-10/1-3-7-9-10, $6.  Pick 3:  1-7-10/2-3/2-7, $6.  

Good third in her first try at Emerald in a race that was probably too short for 
her, she goes to a route and gets call in a toss-up.
Had no apparent excuse when fifth in her most recent, but she will save ground 
from this post, bred to like a mile.
Another than will improve significantly around two-turns, chance at a price.

Super:  1-7/1-7-10/1-3-7-9-10/1-3-6-7-8-9-10, $4.80.  Pick 4:  1-7-10/1-2-3/2-7/5, $9.

BETRBEGONE (#3)
Stryker Phd (#2)
O B Harbor (#1)

Exacta:   2-3/1-2-3, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-5, $6.   
Pick 3:    1-2-3/2-7/5, cost $3.

Game second in the Budweiser and he won the Seattle Slew last year at this 
distance, he most likely will sprint clear early, have to catch him.
Champ has every right to improve off the Budweiser, he won this race by six 
lengths last year & may prove a handful for the top choice to hold off in the stretch.
Winner of two stakes this meet is one tough customer, hard to bet against.

TRICK OR RETREAT (#2)
Scat Daddybaby (#7)
Botch (#5)

Exacta:  2-7/2-5-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-7/2-5-7/2-4-5-6-7, $6. 
Daily Double:  2-7/5, cost $2.

Made an impressive run in the stretch to edge a very sharp horse in his last, he 
may prefer sprinting but can spring a mild upset.
Veteran didn’t disappoint when heavily bet while going wire to wire last, he 
clearly again is the one to catch.
Couldn’t threaten the top pick last but he has won routing, the top choice hasn’t.

DANCINGWITHDEBBIE (#5)
Raesbeautiful Hope (#6)
Happy Hattie (#1)

Exacta:   5/1-6-7, cost $3. Trifecta:   5/1-6-7/1-2-6-7-8, $6.

Hasn’t shown much in her three starts this year but she did raced very wide 
against tougher last race and finds an easy spot here, expect big effort.
Good third in her first try around two turns earlier this month, she has decent 
tactical speed and should be close by throughout.
Did beat the second choice last, she might get righ trip.

Super:    5/1-6-7/1-2-6-7-8/1-2-4-6-7-8-9, $6.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, July 17th, 2016

Super:  2-7/2-5-7/2-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.

Super:  2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-5/all, $4.80.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
DANCINGWITHDEBBIE in the tenth. LEGION OF BOOM in the third.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 4, $.50 Trifecta:  2-10/2-3-9-10/2-3-9-10, cost $6.
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FLORIPA (#4)
Brainspin (#2)
English Queen (#1)
THANKSGIVING DAY (#1)
Dive Down (#6)
Iancol (#2)
MR. LOUIS (#4)
Crime Boss (#7)
Thirty Pepperonis (#5)

IT’S NOT SO EASY (#2)
Sausalito Sunset (#8)
Cheers to You (#6)
ENTRECHAT (#4)
Frenzified (#6)
Thermodynamics (#3)
ADAIR (#9)
Celebrity Status (#5)
Success Rate (#4)
CHEEKABOO (#3)
Riri (#2)
Nine Point Nine (#9)
CHASING ACES (#8)
Law Abidin Citizen (#1)
Straight Fire (#6)
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Del Mar Sacramento Hastings Park
Race Selections for Sunday, July 17th, 2016

MIDNIGHT STORM (#5)
Ashleyluvssugar (#1)
Flamboyant (#2)

PLEASE BELIEVE ME (#2)
Cali McGee II (#6)
Penelope (#1)
IL AZEUS (#3)
Duchess Aa (#4)
Brets Philly (#6)
BLAZING SPICE (#5)
Ryder’s Starlight (#2)
Let the Girl Go (#4)

HONEST IAGO (#6)
Jet Pak Black (#2)
Pepper and Salt (#3)
PRIDELANDER (#7)
Lizzy’s Tizzy (#2)
Dorothyroseblanche (#6)
REGAL LADY (#1)
Bow Tie Belle (#2)
Aly’s Last Magic (#4)
PERCY’S BLUFF (#4)
Moogie Woogie (#1)
Tiz Titus (#5)
ZIP’EM UP (#9)
Weyand (#2)
Top Estate (#4)
NEW KARMA (#4)
Johnny Reb (#1)
Krsto Skye (#3)

KERMODE (#6)
Silent Eagle (#2)
Igor (#1)
SUNSET DRIVE (#7)
Footman (#1)
We Found Gold (#4)
CRATER LAKE (#3)
Florist (#4)
Remembermesoftly (#1)

STEPHANATELY (#5)
Ado (#1)
Myah’s Bling (#7)
LORNEFIVEHUNDRED (#7)
Proxyman (#6)
Payton’s Best (#8)
AMBER MOON (#3)
Dawselina (#1)
Fire Beauty (#6)
KATCHIN FIRE (#4)
Far Niente (#2)
Honey Skila (#3)
GET ABOARD (#3)
Jo It All (#5)
My Sweet Sugar (#8)

FANS ON THE RUN (#3)
Kristi’s Copilot (#4)
Que Chistoso (#11)

DANCE FOR ME BABY (#2)
Hunters Vow (#4)
Lucky Double (#9)


